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Abstract: This paper proposes a dynamic phase comparison algorithm for planar direction finding
on a high-speed moving satellite radio receiver, treating the moving antenna as equivalent to single-
baseline array antennas. Based on a phase interferometer algorithm, this algorithm adjusts the
baseline length according to the frequency measurement module and the satellite’s high-speed
motion to avoid phase ambiguity indirectly. By integrating the traditional amplitude comparison
algorithm based on orthogonal dipole antennas, a dynamic fusion direction-finding method is
proposed. Simulations demonstrate that this approach method not only covers a broader range
of direction finding but also achieves higher accuracy, providing valuable insights for acquiring
three-dimensional plasmagrams with space-borne plasma imagers.

Keywords: direction finding; interferometer; DOA; amplitude comparison; RPI; dipole antenna

1. Introduction

The understanding of the ionosphere began with ground-based ionosondes producing
frequency–height charts. With the advancement of modern electronic technology, tech-
niques for detecting space plasma environments have also gradually developed. As satellite
technology evolved, various countries launched space-borne instruments to explore the
space environment [1–8], further investigating the Earth’s plasma layer and magnetosphere
and even the Martian space environment [9]. Among them, space-borne instruments such
as RPI (radio plasma imager), DSX, PWE, and PWI use orthogonal dipole antennas to
receive or transmit EM waves (electromagnetic waves) within a VLF (very-low frequency)
to VHF (very-high frequency) range.

RPI [2] is the first space-borne radio plasma imager with both active and passive detec-
tion capabilities launched by NASA. Active detection focuses on using space plasma echo
reflections to determine plasma electron density distributions. Passive detection mainly
observes ionospheric whistle waves, hiss waves, etc. The total frequency range covered by
the receiver in both modes is 3 kHz–3 MHz. Additionally, the maximum detection range
of the RPI is up to 4 RE, which can be considered the far field for received EM waves.
Equipped with a three-channel VLF receiver and tri-orthogonal dipole antennas, it can
perform direction finding of EM waves using the amplitude comparison algorithm [10]
and MUSIC algorithm [11]. The amplitude comparison algorithm used by RPI for direction
finding has a range of only 0◦ to 90◦, leading to angle ambiguity in spatial direction finding.

The phase interferometer algorithm uses array antennas to determine the direction of
EM waves. Due to the higher measurement accuracy, it is widely adopted in DF (direction
finding) systems. The power of the interferometer system is particularly evident in radio
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astrometry and geodesy [12], which is also used for observing stations to explore the
distribution of radio sources on the solar disk [13].

Early in the study of the ionosphere, researchers began using interferometers to
estimate the DOA (direction of arrival) of electromagnetic echoes [14–16]. EM waves in the
far field can be considered parallel waves. When EM waves from different directions arrive
at antennas located at different positions, there is a phase difference in the signals received
at the same moment due to their different locations. By analyzing the phase difference
between any two received signals, the azimuth angle of the EM waves can be determined,
thereby obtaining the direction of the radiation source. Due to the phase ambiguity in
interferometers [17], researchers have conducted in-depth research over the years to resolve
this ambiguity [18–23]. In the context of space-borne receivers, several researchers have
proposed rotational baseline disambiguation methods based on the spinning motion of
satellites [24,25].

Hence, to improve the DF system performance of the satellite radio receiver, this
paper proposes a dynamic phase comparison algorithm against the backdrop of a high-
speed moving satellite based on the phase interferometer algorithm. This algorithm,
while offering a broader DF range than the amplitude comparison algorithm, dynamically
calculates and adjusts the baseline length to avoid phase ambiguity. By integrating the
amplitude comparison algorithm, it further achieves the purpose of improving DF accuracy.

2. Description of the Algorithm
2.1. Dynamic Phase Comparison Algorithm

The dynamic phase comparison algorithm is based on the phase interferometer al-
gorithm. In the interferometer DF system, as shown in Figure 1, it is accomplished using
array antennas consisting of at least two antennas.

a

Antenna 1Antenna 2

l

Far-field  

Radiation 

Source

a

Figure 1. Principle of the phase interferometer algorithm.

Assume that single-tone plane EM waves emitted from a far-field radiation source
propagate to a single-baseline array antennas. Due to the time difference between the
signals received by the two antennas, there is a phase difference between them. In this way,
the azimuth angle of the EM waves, defined as the angle between the direction of the EM
waves and the baseline of array antennas, can determine the phase difference

φ =
2πl
λ

cos α =
2π f l

c
cos α, (1)

where c is the speed of light; l is the distance between the antennas, as known as the
baseline length of the interferometer; and λ and f are the wavelength and frequency of the
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EM waves. If l and f are known, the azimuth angle of the radiation source signal can be
determined as

α = arccos
(

cφ

2π f l

)
. (2)

Compared with the phase interferometer algorithm, the dynamic phase comparison
algorithm does not use array antennas. Instead, it employs a single antenna element
receiving signals under high-speed uniform motion. As shown in Figure 2, if the radiation
source continuously emits EM waves periodically for a certain period, it can be considered
as two (or more) virtual antenna elements during the high-speed uniform motion on the
satellite, thereby achieving signal reception and sampling at different positions.

a

Far-field

Radiation

Source

v

d

Figure 2. Principle of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm.

During the process where a far-field radiation source emits single-tone EM waves
periodically for a certain period, a satellite receiver equipped with a dipole antenna and a
single-channel receiver move at a high velocity v. Considering that the plane waves are
emitted by the far-field radiation source, the two receptions of EM waves are treated as
parallel waves with constant frequency. Respectively, the signals sampled by the satellite
receiver are s′(t) and s(t) at two different times, T′ and T. From Equation (1), the phase
difference ∆φ caused by the angle between the direction of the EM waves can be known.

Assume the position of the radiation source remains constant and ignore the short
movement of the receiver during the brief signal sampling period. Then, the signals
received at two different positions can be approximately represented as{

s′(t) ≈ K cos(2π f t + φ0)

s(t) ≈ K cos[2π f (t + ∆t) + φ0 + ∆φ],
(3)

where ∆t is the time difference experienced by the moving satellite and K is the antenna gain.
Hence, the total phase difference between the received signals s′(t) and s(t) consists of

two parts: one part is due to the time difference ∆t between the two receptions of the signal
by the satellite receiver; and the other part is due to the angle between the direction of the
satellite’s motion and the incoming direction of the EM waves, which also causes a phase
difference in the signals. Thus, the total phase difference can be approximately obtained as

φ = s(t)− s′(t) ≈ 2π f ∆t + ∆φ. (4)

Based on the principles of the phase interferometer algorithm from Equation (2), the
azimuth angle of the radiation source signal can be obtained as

α = arccos
(

cφ

2π f d

)
, (5)
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where d is the distance covered by the satellite during its high-speed motion between the
two signal receptions, which can be obtained from the satellite’s velocity v and ∆t. The
expression for the satellite’s motion distance is

d = v∆t. (6)

By combining the above expressions, the azimuth angle of the radiation source signal can
be obtained as

α ≈ arccos
[

c(2π f ∆t + ∆φ)

2π f v∆t

]
= arccos

[
c
v

(
1 +

∆φ

2π f ∆t

)]
, (7)

where the range of values for the phase difference and signal azimuth angle are{
−π ≤ ∆φ < π

0 ≤ α < π.
(8)

2.2. Accuracy Analysis

The dynamic comparison phase algorithm, based on the phase interferometer algo-
rithm, treats the distance traveled by the satellite as equivalent to the baseline length.
To perform an accuracy analysis of the dynamic comparison phase algorithm, a total
differential of Equation (7) is carried out, which can be obtained as

dα =
∂α

∂φ
dφ +

∂α

∂ f
d f +

∂α

∂d
dd. (9)

By applying the chain rule to solve for the three partial derivatives, the results can be
obtained as

∂α

∂φ
=

−1√
1 − u2

·
(

c
2π f d

)
(10)

∂α

∂ f
=

−1√
1 − u2

·
(

−cφ

2π f 2d

)
(11)

∂α

∂d
=

−1√
1 − u2

·
(

−cφ

2π f d2

)
, (12)

where
u =

cφ

2π f d
. (13)

Hence, the total differential can be obtained as

dα =
−c

2π f d
√

1 − u2
dφ +

cφ

2π f 2d
√

1 − u2
d f +

cφ

2π f d2
√

1 − u2
dd. (14)

Analyzing the total differential equation reveals:

1. From Equation (10), when the frequency of the EM waves or the satellite motion
distance is relatively small, the azimuth accuracy is significantly influenced by the
measurement accuracy of the phase difference.

2. From Equation (11), the azimuth accuracy is more greatly affected by the measurement
accuracy of the frequency of the EM waves, especially when the absolute value of
the phase difference is large (i.e., when α is close to 0◦ or 180◦) or when the satellite
motion distance is small. The frequency appears in the form of f 2, which impacts the
azimuth accuracy more.

3. From Equation (12), the azimuth accuracy is more significantly influenced by the
measurement accuracy of the satellite motion distance, particularly when the absolute
value of the phase difference is large (i.e., when α is close to 0◦ or 180◦) or when the
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frequency of the EM waves is low. The distance appears in the form of d2, which also
impacts the azimuth accuracy more.

Given that the measurement error of phase difference significantly impacts the DF
error, and because obtaining the azimuth angle from the phase difference is a nonlinear
transformation, the effect of different EM waves azimuth angles on the phase difference
cannot be ignored. The following analysis of the measurement accuracy of phase difference
involves performing a total differential of the equation, which can be obtained as

dφ =
2πl cos α

c
d f +

2π f cos α

c
dl. (15)

The analysis of the equation reveals that the measurement error in phase difference
originates from the measurement errors in the frequency of the EM waves and baseline
length. Specifically, the impact of errors is more significant when the azimuth angle of the
EM waves is close to the orientation of the baseline (i.e., when α is close to 0◦ or 180◦).

In summary, when designing and applying the dynamic comparison phase DF system,
special attention should be paid to the following three core elements to ensure that the DF
accuracy meets requirements:

1. Improving the measurement accuracy of the phase difference is key to enhancing the
performance of the phase comparison algorithm. Accurate measurement of the phase
difference can effectively reduce DF errors.

2. The satellite motion distance (i.e., the baseline length) should be sufficiently large to
provide higher DF accuracy when direction finding is performed on VLF signals.

3. In the practical application of the phase comparison algorithm, the DF accuracy is more
sensitive when the azimuth angle is close to 0◦ and 180◦, making it more susceptible
to other measurement errors.

2.3. Phase Ambiguity

In the process of direction finding using both the phase interferometer algorithm and
the dynamic phase comparison algorithm, the phase difference between the signals received
by the moving receiver twice is periodic with a cycle of 2π. However, the phase difference
between the two signals is measured modulo 2π within the range of [−π, π). If the actual
phase difference exceeds this range, these DF algorithms will experience ambiguity in the
phase calculation process.

If the actual phase difference is given by

φ = 2Nπ + φ∗ (N ∈ N∗), (16)

where N represents the phase ambiguity number and φ∗ ∈ [−π, π), then the unambiguous
azimuth angle range for the DF system is

α =

[
− arccos

λ

2πd
, arccos

λ

2πd

)
. (17)

From the equation, it is evident that to expand the DF range of the comparison phase system,
it is necessary to shorten the baseline length. However, this requirement contradicts the
need to improve DF accuracy.

Hence, in the phase interferometer algorithm, there is an inherent contradiction be-
tween the DF accuracy and the maximum unambiguous angle. To overcome this issue,
multi-baseline configurations are typically adopted, including the use of long and short
baselines, virtual baselines, and other disambiguation algorithms [18,19,21–23]. In practical
applications, the method of combining long and short baselines for VLF signals has specific
limitations. Firstly, for VLF signals, the wavelength is very long. Such long baselines not
only make the computational load relatively large when using multi-baseline disambigua-
tion algorithms but also increase the system’s complexity. Secondly, long baselines pose
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certain challenges for the installation locations of ground-based DF array antennas and are
even more difficult to implement in space-borne plasma imager DF systems.

However, in the dynamic comparison phase algorithm, its principle takes advantage
of the high-speed motion of satellites to be equivalent to the array antennas, with the
interferometer baseline length determined by the velocity of the satellite and the time
difference between two signal receptions. Hence, in the process of dynamic direction
finding, after completing the first signal reception, the corresponding maximum baseline
length can be calculated through the measurement capability of the target signal frequency.
Then, based on the velocity of the satellite, the required time interval for the second
signal reception is directly calculated, thus achieving the maximum DF accuracy under the
condition of phase ambiguity elimination.

2.4. Angular Ambiguity

In both the phase interferometer algorithm and the dynamic phase comparison algo-
rithm, the final DF angle range is [0, π). Because the DF angle is the angle between the
azimuth and the interferometer baseline, in planar direction finding, there is a possibility
of having two possibilities for the DF result, corresponding to α and π + α.

Figure 3 shows the antenna coordinate system of RPI, which is equipped with tri-
orthogonal dipole antennas and a three-channel receiver. Moreover, RPI uses the amplitude
comparison algorithm in the DF system.

Figure 3. Antenna coordinate system of the RPI (radio plasma imager) [10].

The direction of the EM waves can be obtained by comparing the intensity of the
signals received by the three antennas. The expressions for the azimuth angle and elevation
angle are given by [10] 

ϕ = arctan
Ey

Ex

θ = arctan

√
E2

x + E2
y

Ez
,

(18)

where ϕ is the azimuth angle and θ is the elevation angle. The range of values for both
angles is, respectively, 

0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π

2

0 ≤ θ ≤ π

2
.

(19)
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In the amplitude comparison algorithm, the key to determining the arrival angle of
EM waves lies in analyzing the ratio of signal amplitudes received by tri-orthogonal dipole
antennas. Because signal amplitudes cannot be negative, the determination of the DF angle
is subject to angular ambiguity.

Taking the planar amplitude comparison algorithm as an example, when the actual
arrival angle of the EM waves is α, π − α, π + α, or 2π − α, the DF results obtained by
this algorithm will not be able to distinguish between these four possibilities. Similarly,
in the spatial amplitude comparison DF system, there are eight different possibilities for
the result. Although the amplitude comparison algorithm can provide an estimate of the
arrival angle, it has a π/2 angular ambiguity in signal direction finding.

Hence, introducing the dynamic phase comparison algorithm into the DF system
on a space-borne plasma radio imager can achieve a larger effective DF range with high
accuracy. This will be further discussed in the following section.

3. Simulation Results and Analysis

In this section, several simulations of DF algorithms are conducted to compare and
analyze their accuracy under various influencing factors. The simulations employed plain
numerical methods and generated normally distributed random numbers to add additive
Gaussian noise to the signal.

Initially, a planar simulation of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm proposed
in the previous section is carried out, which is based on a satellite receiver equipped with
a dipole antenna. Next, based on the receiver equipped with dual orthogonal dipole
antennas, the dynamic phase comparison algorithm is simulated alongside the planar
amplitude comparison algorithm to analyze the DF accuracy under different expected
angles. Subsequently, by integrating the amplitude comparison algorithm into the dynamic
phase comparison algorithm, a dynamic fusion DF method is proposed. Additionally, by
incorporating digital signal processing techniques, including band-pass filtering and coher-
ent accumulation, a dynamic fusion DF system for space-borne digital receivers is designed.
Finally, considering three influencing factors: SNR, sampling frequency, and coherent
accumulation, the performance of the DF system is analyzed through three simulations.

3.1. Dynamic Phase Comparison Algorithm

For the simulation of the dynamic comparison phase algorithm, as shown in Figure 4,
consider the following default simulation parameters as described: Considering that the
frequency range of the RPI receiver is 3 kHz–3 MHz, S represents a far-field radiation source
that continuously emits a 32 kHz sine wave signal. It is also assumed that the final distance
dr between the satellite and the far-field radiation source is 20 times the wavelength of
the EM waves. A satellite receiver equipped with a dipole antenna completes its first
signal sampling during the period from T′

S to T′, and its half-wavelength distance is
calculated and set as the satellite motion distance d between the two samplings. Then, the
receiver completes the second signal sampling during the same period. Ultimately, the DF
system utilizes the dynamic phase comparison algorithm to complete the radiation source
direction finding.

The single simulation result of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm, as illustrated
in Figure 5, shows that with an SNR of 10 dB and a receiver sampling rate of 6.4 MHz,
each sampling of one cycle signal is completed for phase comparison. From the figure, it
is evident that the algorithm tends to produce significant errors mainly near 0◦ and 180◦,
which aligns with the conclusions of the accuracy analysis in Section 2.2. The reason for
this phenomenon is due to the adjacent phase differences of −π and +π. When subject to
disturbances from noise and other factors, it is easy for the measured phase difference to
undergo abrupt changes, directly causing substantial DF errors near 180◦.
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Figure 4. Simulation of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm.

Figure 5. Simulation result of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm.

From the precision analysis in Section 2.2, it is understood that the measurement of
phase difference is a very important metric in the dynamic phase comparison algorithm.
However, the phase difference is easily disturbed by various factors, such as noise, the
sampling rate of the radio receiver, and the length of the comparison signal.

Figure 6 shows the curves of the average absolute error from one thousand simulations
of the algorithm, influenced by five factors: relative distance, signal frequency, SNR, the
sampling rate of the receiver, and the length of the received signal. In the simulations, the
default parameter settings are as follows: an SNR of −15 dB, a receiver sampling rate of
6.4 MHz, and the receiver sampling duration for each sampling is 100 cycles of the EM
waves signal.
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Figure 6. Average absolute error of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm under different (a)
relative distances, (b) signal frequencies, (c) SNRs, (d) receiver sampling rates, and (e) numbers of
received signal cycles.

The analysis of the simulation results reveals that the relative distance, SNR, the
sampling rate of the receiver, and length of the comparison signal all have a significant
impact on the algorithm. From the analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Figure 6. Average absolute error of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm under different
(a) relative distances, (b) signal frequencies, (c) SNRs, (d) receiver sampling rates, and (e) numbers
of received signal cycles.

The analysis of the simulation results reveals that the relative distance, SNR, the
sampling rate of the receiver, and length of the comparison signal all have a significant
impact on the algorithm. From the analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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1. Generally, the lower the relative distance, the higher the SNR, the higher the sampling
rate, or the longer the signal length, the higher the DF accuracy;

2. Compared with the almost identical DF accuracy for far-field radiation sources, the
algorithm exhibits lower DF accuracy for near-field sources. When the ratio of relative
distance to wavelength is fixed, the DF accuracy for radiation sources of different
frequencies remains essentially consistent;

3. Azimuth angles of EM waves near 0◦ and 180◦ are likely to produce significant DF
errors, and the error may also increase near 90◦;

4. The length of the comparison signal should not be too long as it may lead to a decrease
in DF accuracy. Especially when approaching 90◦, overly long signals can cause
larger errors.

3.2. Comparison of the Dynamic Phase Comparison and the Amplitude Comparison Algorithms

From Section 2.4, it is evident that both the dynamic phase comparison algorithm and
the amplitude comparison algorithm face different angular ambiguity issues, with the for-
mer offering a larger DF range. Moreover, simulation results from the previous subsection
indicate that the dynamic phase comparison algorithm exhibits lower DF accuracy near
azimuth angles of 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦. Therefore, it might be beneficial to consider integrating
the traditional amplitude comparison algorithm to analyze DF results at different angles
with those of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm. This integration could improve
DF accuracy while expanding the DF range.

Taking the example of a satellite receiver equipped with a dual orthogonal dipole
antennas and two-channel receiver, this section conducts a simulation of the two algo-
rithms during satellite motion. Based on the simulation from the previous subsection,
the antenna on the satellite receiver is changed to a dual orthogonal dipole antenna. As
shown in Figure 7, it is assumed that the two antennas are aligned with the X-axis and
Y-axis directions in the coordinate system, respectively. The satellite moves in the positive
direction of the X-axis during the short-term DF process.

The simulation parameters are set with an SNR of −10 dB and a receiver sampling
rate of 6.4 MHz, and each sampling involves 10 cycles of the signal. Figure 8 shows the one
simulation result of the two direction-finding algorithms, and Figure 9 shows the average
absolute error curves from one thousand simulations under three different SNR conditions.
The amplitude comparison algorithm only calculates errors below 90◦.

The simulation results indicate that when the azimuth angle is within the range of
approximately 30◦ to 80◦, the dynamic phase comparison algorithm generally exhibits
relatively high accuracy; meanwhile, the amplitude comparison algorithm shows relatively
high accuracy when the azimuth angle is close to 0◦ and 90◦.

Hence, by integrating these two DF algorithms, it is possible to further improve DF
accuracy with the higher DF range.

3.3. Dynamic Fusion Direction Finding Method

In this subsection, we attempt to integrate the amplitude comparison algorithm into
the dynamic phase comparison algorithm to improve accuracy when the azimuth angle is
close to 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦.

Figure 10 shows the average absolute error curves from one thousand simulations for
both the dynamic fusion DF method and the dynamic phase comparison algorithm. Table 1
provides an analysis of the simulation results in terms of improvements in DF accuracy. The
simulation parameters remain consistent with those outlined in the previous subsection.

The simulation results demonstrate that by incorporating the traditional amplitude
comparison algorithm, the DF accuracy can be effectively improved under various SNRs
with an approximate improvement rate of 6%.
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Figure 8. One simulation result of the dynamic phase comparison algorithm and the amplitude
comparison algorithm.
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Figure 10. Average absolute error of the dynamic fusion method and the dynamic phase comparison
algorithm under different SNRs.

Table 1. Analysis of DF accuracy improvement rate.

SNR (dB) Dynamic Phase Comparison (°) Dynamic Fusion (°) Improvement Rate (%)

−10 11.9865 11.1910 6.6366
0 7.2959 6.8610 5.9609
10 5.7360 5.4031 5.8037
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In the DF system of a satellite radio receiver, digital signal processing techniques
including band-pass filtering and coherent accumulation can be further introduced to
improve the SNR. Figure 11 illustrates the dynamic fusion DF process of the high-speed
satellite radio receiver.

To explore the influence of the SNR, receiver sampling rate, and coherent accumulation
on the dynamic fusion DF method, Figure 12 shows the average absolute error curves from
one thousand simulations of the dynamic fusion DF method, affected by three factors: SNR,
receiver sampling rate, and the number of coherent accumulation. In the simulations, the
default parameter settings are as follows: an SNR of −15 dB, a receiver sampling rate of
6.4 MHz, and the number of coherent accumulation set to 10.

Frequency

Detection

v

Digital 

Signal 

Processing

First

Sampling

Second

Sampling

Digital 

Signal 

Processing

Dynamic

Fusion

DF System

DF 

Parameter

Estimation

S

T
¢

T

Figure 11. Block diagram of direction-finding system in space-borne receiver.

The simulation results shows that the SNR, receiver sampling rate, and coherent
accumulation all significantly impact the dynamic fusion DF method. When analyzing the
simulation results, conclusions slightly different than those in Section 3.1 can be drawn:

1. Generally, the higher the SNR, the higher the sampling rate, or the greater the number
of coherent accumulation, the higher is the DF accuracy;

2. Azimuth angles of EM waves near 0◦ and 180◦ may still produce relatively larger
DF errors, while errors near 90◦ become lower, indicating a broader range of DF
angles overall;

3. The number of coherent accumulation should not also be too large as it may lead to a
decrease in DF accuracy. Especially as angles approach 70◦ or 110◦, excessive coherent
accumulation number can result in larger errors.
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Figure 12. Average absolute error of the dynamic fusion algorithm under different (a) SNRs, (b) re-
ceiver sampling rates, (c) and the numbers of coherent accumulation.

4. Discussion

The simulation analysis from the previous section indicates that the dynamic phase
comparison algorithm, when applied to a high-speed moving satellite platform for the
direction finding of radiation sources, shows that different target directions significantly
affect the direction-finding accuracy. Moreover, as the amplitude comparison algorithm
presents a different error curve, integrating both algorithms has led to a new direction-
finding method. Planar direction-finding simulation results demonstrate that this method
retains a broader direction-finding range while achieving higher accuracy. Additionally,
simulations were conducted to analyze the impact of three important factors in the dual
orthogonal dipole antenna direction-finding system, which include the SNR, receiver sam-
pling frequency, and coherent accumulation. Given that the spatial amplitude comparison
algorithm is typically used in tri-orthogonal dipole antenna systems for direction find-
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ing, further research will continue on the performance of the dynamic phase comparison
algorithm in the three-dimensional direction finding system.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a dynamic phase comparison algorithm for the planar direction
finding of radiation sources on a high-speed moving satellite radio receiver. Based on
the phase interferometer algorithm, this algorithm treats the high-speed moving antenna
as equivalent to single-baseline array antennas. According to the electromagnetic wave
frequency and satellite’s velocity, it can adjust the baseline length to avoid phase ambiguity
indirectly. Furthermore, compared with the amplitude comparison algorithm used by dual
channel receivers, it offers a larger direction-finding range. Finally, by integrating both
algorithms, the simulations demonstrate improved accuracy, showing an approximate 6 %
improvement over the dynamic phase comparison algorithm.
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